Rewiring Leadership for High Impact

This immersive two-day professional development programme helps to develop individuals who can lead with purpose and high impact in response to some of the most pressing leadership challenges and opportunities facing business and society.
Rewiring leadership for high impact
This Lab invites participants to develop a shared vision for ambitious leadership that drives the change needed to reconcile commercial success with wider societal outcomes. In identifying the key leadership dilemmas faced in such transformation, the Lab explores the values, thinking and practice needed to achieve meaningful impact, grappling with key questions such as:

- How should we define leadership ‘impact’ so that it reflects the most urgent challenges facing the economy, society and the environment?
- What role does ‘purpose’ play at an individual and organisational level in achieving that impact?
- What knowledge and skills are needed to maximise leadership impact?
- How can we build collective capacity for change beyond a single ‘hero’ leader?
- How can leaders remain adaptive, innovative and resilient as they navigate complex dilemmas and challenges?

Who should attend
This Lab is designed for individuals in business who are seeking to enhance their impact in wider society, including those working in management and strategy roles, as well as those working in sustainability/CSR roles looking to refine their leadership capabilities, and those with responsibility for developing new leadership capabilities within their organisation (eg L&D, HR).

Contributors
Faculty for this programme are:

- Zoë Arden, Fellow, Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership
- Dr Louise Drake, Academic Tutor and Course Director, Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership
- Dr Matthew Grimes, Reader in Organisational Theory and Information Systems and Co-Director of the Entrepreneurship Centre, Cambridge Judge Business School
- Dr Victoria Hurth, Senior Associate, Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership
- Ryan Kohn, Co-founder, PROPERCORN
- Will O’Connor, Commercial Director, Vision Express
- Dr Alexandra Stubbings, Managing Director, Talik & Company Ltd
- Keith Tuffley, Vice Chairman, Citi

The challenge
There is growing public expectation that businesses must step up and take responsibility for delivering positive outcomes for society and the environment. The commercial case for business responsibility and action is increasingly clear. Whilst many traditional leadership approaches focus on helping leaders succeed within current economic and social systems, CISL’s Leadership Lab helps to equip delegates to shape those systems for the future.

Further information, application and fees
Applications to the Leadership Lab are now open. You can apply here. Acceptance is by application and selection only. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis with places offered at regular intervals.

In order to facilitate attendance there are differential fees with discounts available for applicants from NGOs, the public sector, academia, self-funders and those based in developing countries. There are group discounts available for organisations sending multiple participants, as well as individuals attending multiple Labs.

For further information, details of entry requirements, fees, how to apply and testimonials from previous Lab attendees please visit the website, attendees please visit the website here: www.cisl.cam.ac.uk/leadership-lab